
"The story is spot on with how people are feeling right now

as it answers some questions about an outbreak.”

 

– Book Him Danno (Goodreads review)



About  the  Book

F L A T L I N E

People are dying in Dr. Joshua Salvador’s ER. His medical

assistant, only weeks from delivering her baby, hangs on to

life by a thread. The symptoms seem horrifyingly familiar,

and he begins to suspect the deaths are targeted at him.

But, before he can figure things out, top TV investigator

Rachel Wright is standing in the middle of his ER, convinced

an outbreak, an epidemic, or even a botched flu vaccine

could be the cause, and she’s going to tell the world.

PRE ORDER

NOW ON

“In the craziness of today’s world it’s unsettling to think

about this happening. Really makes you think twice.” 

 

– Read All About It



Linda Bond is an award-winning journalist by day and author

of romantic thrillers by night. She has won 13 Emmy awards,

numerous Society of Professional Journalist and Associated

Press awards, as well as a Florida Bar and an Edward R.

Murrow award. A breast cancer survivor, she’s also active in

the Tampa community with The American Cancer Society,

Hooked on Hope, and The Shoot for a Cure, raising money

and awareness any chance she gets. She’s the mother of five,

four athletes and an adopted son from Cuba. She has passion

for world travel, classic movies and solving a good mystery.
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The difference between reporting the news and writing about it

Writing a medical thriller while living through one

Local experts and places in Flatline 

The process of publishing a book

Juggling two careers as a working mom

Linda is available to speak on:
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Morgan Barse
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